FPVA2 - FPMA

Activating system for the
FirePro fire extinguishing aerosol generators
GENERAL
The activating system connected to the SEFI Alpha 4/8/12, Notifier UDS3 or Notifier AM200-SP200 release panel's
extinguishing output monitors the output wiring and activates the FirePro unit(s). The activating system consist of 2 boards
(as a minimum): an FPVA2 (control) board, which should be mounted in the release panel's cabinet and connected to the
extinguishing output, and one or more FPMA (monitor) boards (max. 12), which should be mounted on and connected to the
FirePro generators.
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The FPVA board monitors the wiring of the extinguishing output (the panel indicates fault in case of open-circuit/short-circuit
on the wiring or if the generator is faulty) and, in case of extinguishing, it ensures the required power to activate the FirePro
generators one after the other. It is possible to activate more than 12 FirePro generators by cascading more FPVA2 boards.
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The FPMA monitors the activator unit of the FirePro generator (the panel indicates fault in case of open-circuit in the
activator) and receiving the extinguishing signal from the panel, it activates the connected FirePro activators one after the
other (less than 10 seconds all the chained FirePro generators are activated). The FPMA-s make the system commissioning
and maintenance easy as the extinguishing system can be tested in real circumstances.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
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The extinguishing outputs of the release panels are usually not able to supply the required power to activate the FirePro
generators and monitor their wiring. The FPVA2-FPMA switches the current of the continuously charged batteries to the
FirePro generators through their built in current-generators.
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The FPVA2 board should be mounted into the release panel's cabinet and should be connected to the extinguishing output
and to the batteries, while the FPMA-s should be mounted at the FirePro generators and should be connected to the given
generator. One FPMA is required for each FirePro generator. This means, that the output of the FPVA2 controls each FirePro
generators indirectly, through its FPMA board(s). The FPMA-s should be connected in daisy-chained with fire resisting cable
(PH30) and the total resistance of the cable must be less than 5 Ohm.
For bigger safety the FPVA2's control circuit wiring should be looped back from the last FPMA and connected to the FPVA2.
In addition, the enclosed end-of-loop device should be connected to the FPVA2. In this way the release system is protected
against one short-circuit or one open-circuit on the wiring. The FPVA2 monitors the control circuit's wiring and indicates fault
in case of open-circuit or short-circuit on it. If there is an open-circuit on the wiring, the FPVA2 can control the FPMA-s from
both sides of the loop; in case of short-circuit on the wiring the isolator circuits built into the FPMA boards will isolate the
faulty part. The final result is, that in spite of a single fault on the wiring, the FPVA2 can activate all the connected FirePro
units.
Quiescent (normal) state: The FPVA2 supervises the loop wiring by monitoring the current on the “end-of-line device”
(enclosed to the FPVA2 board). In case of a fault (open-circuit or short-circuit) on the wiring, the green LED extinguishes on
the FPVA2 board, and the release panel indicates “Release zone fault”. All the FPMA boards continuously monitor the
activating circuits of the connected FirePro generators (in other words: the intactness of the filament in the generators).
Note: A maximum of 12 FPMA boards can be connected to one FPVA2 board. If you have to activate more than 12
generators, you can do it by cascading the FPVA2 boards (see later).
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Activating the FirePro generators: As soon as the release panel has activated its release output, the FPVA2 starts to
activate the FPMA-s, one by one, through its A+ and A- connectors. As soon as the first FPMA (closest to the FPVA) receives
the activating 24V voltage, it switches this voltage to its FirePro generator and activates it. At the same time it forwards the
activating power to the next FPMA, which activates its FirePro generator after a 0,5 sec safety delay. This procedure
continues till the last FPMA board. The whole procedure lasts less than 10 sec, while all the 12 generator is activated,
provided the wiring is continuous and neither of the generators is faulty. Note: In normal cases, as the generator gets the
activating power (24 V / 1-2 A), its filament flares up and gets broken. This indicates to the FPMA, that the activation was
successful. If the filament gets shorted, it means that the generator has not been activated. In this case the FPMA forwards
the activating power to the next FPMA after a safety delay.
In case of a fault: If for example, one of the generators is faulty, the FPMA forwards the activating power to the next
FPMA after a 10-20 sec delay. As a regard the whole procedure gets longer.
If the wiring among the FPVA and FPMA-s gets faulty (open-circuited or short-circuited), then the FPVA2 switches the
activating power to its
B+ and B- connectors after 40-50 sec delay, and tries to activate the remaining generators from the opposite direction (only
in the case, if the release panel's release output is still active).
Indicating a successful release sequence: Most of the release panels monitor the pressure of the extinguishing agent
through a dedicated input. The pressure drop means (after the release output has been activated), that the extinguishing
process ended successfully. Using FirePro units, you can mount a heat-fuse to the last FirePro generator. As the last
generator activates, the fuse breaks and indicates the successful extinguishing process.
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CABLING AND WIRING
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Return side (in case of „return-loop” wiring)

Figure 1: Wiring an FPVA and 3 FPMA boards

Follow the points below, when using 1 FPVA2 and not more than 12 FPMA boards:

1. Connect the first FPMA's “-H.BE+” connectors to the FPVA2's (A+) and (A-) points.

A

2. Connect the first FPMA's „+H.KI-” connectors to the next FPMA's “-H.BE+” points. Chain the further FPMA-s in the
same way.
3. In case of “Open-loop wiring” insert the enclosed “EOL device” into the “+H.KI-” connectors of the last FPMA board.
(EOL device = 1,1 kOhm+SMD LED-s).
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4. In case of “Return-loop wiring” connect the “+H.KI-” points from the last FPMA board to the (B+) and (B-) points of
the FPVA2 board. In this case insert the “EOL device” to the (B+) and (B-) points too. (Never put the EOL device
into the A+ and A- points!)
5. Ensure the continuity of the cable screening. Use the enclosed connectors!
6. At this point do not connect the FirePro generators to the FPMA boards! You can do this after you have
commissioned and tested the releasing system (see later). Only one FirePro generator (any sized) can be connected to
an FPMA board!
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7. Insert the enclosed 2,2 kOhm resistor into the (+-) points of the “Cascading connector”. (If you use more than 2 FPVA
boards to activate the FPMA-s, you can cascade the FPVA-s through this connector. See later.)
8. Configure (or set) the release output of the panel: supervised output with the longest possible activating period (3-10
minutes). Then power-down the release panel.
9. Mount and secure the FPVA2 board in the control panel's cabinet as close to the release output as possible.
10. Remove the EOL resistor from the release panel's release output, then connect it to the connector, which is at the
bottom side of the FPVA2 board. Connect the RED (release +) wire of the FPVA2 board to the “release output positive”
of the panel (which is positive in activated state!). Connect the transparent (release -) wire of the FPVA2 board to the
“release output negative” of the panel (which is negative in activated state!)
11. Notifier AM200+SP200: Connect the BAT+ and BAT- wires of the FPVA2 board to the batteries. Use the enclosed
extending connectors! Regarding the 2 pair of battery wires of the AM200 panel, the black wire in the upper position
will be the “BAT-” and the red wire in the bottom position will be “BAT+”.
12. Notifier UDS3: Connect the BAT+ and BAT- wires of the FPVA board to the batteries. Use the enclosed extending
connectors! Regarding the 2 pair of battery wires of the UDS3 panel, the black wire in the upper position will be the
“BAT-” and the red wire in the bottom position will be “BAT+”.
13. SEFI Alpha 4/8/12: Connect the BAT+ and BAT- wires of the FPVA2 board to the batteries. Use the enclosed
extending connectors (See Picture 7)!
14. Power-up (switch-ON) the release panel. The panel should indicate “Release zone fault”, because the FirePro
generators have not been connected to the FPMA boards. Before you would connect the generators test the wiring and
whole system according the next paragraph.
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COMMISSIONING AND TEST
The extinguishing system should be tested during commissioning and as part of
maintenance procedure. Test the fire detectors and the FirePro generators according to the
manufacturers' instructions. The FPVA2 and FPMA boards should be tested according to the
following procedure.
A “test circuit” is enclosed to each FPMA boards. This “test circuit” replaces and simulates
the FirePro generators during the test (the “test circuit” can be found in the right side of
the PCB of the FPMA board). It should be inserted into the center connector for the period
of the test.
The first step of the maintenance routine should be the battery test. Check if the
batteries are not cracked, there is no leaking and the batteries are not older than 3 years.
Test the batteries with a DVM and verify their nominal voltage, the voltage after a
momentary load, and the voltage after a discharge test.
Test the FPVA2, FPMA boards and the FirePro generators according to the following steps:

FPMA

FPMA
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100
100
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-H.BE+ FP +H.KI-

Figure 2:
Using the “test circuit” during
commissioning and maintenance
(Pull-up the test circuit from its
place and connect it to the center
connector.)

Disable the release zones or the release outputs.

2.

Disconnect the FirePro generators on each FPMA by unscrewing the wires and insert the “test circuits” into the center
connectors.

3.

Note: The FPMA is not able to indicate when the generator's filament is short-circuited. This means, that
we have to test the generator itself by measuring its filament's resistance. This test should be made by a low voltage
DVM (Iout,max < 20 mA). The resistance of the filament should be about 2 Ohm.

4.

After inserting the “test circuits” to each FPMA, enable the releasing zones at the panel. Test the extinguishing system
by activating the appropriate fire detectors and the appropriate manual release buttons. If everything is correct, the
LED-s on each “test circuit” should flash once, one after the other. The delay between the flashes should be about 0,5
sec. If all the LED-s have flashed in sequence, the extinguishing system works well.

5.

Test the fault signalling capability of the releasing zone by opening/shorting the control wires anywhere in the chain
and by removing a “test circuit” from one of the FPMA boards. The release panel should indicate a release zone fault
accordingly.

6.

At the end of the tests disable the release zone again, remove the “test circuits” and reconnect the FirePro generator
(into the center connector), and finally enable the release zone again.
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ACTIVATING MORE THAN 12 FIREPRO GENERATORS
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The FPVA2 boards can be cascaded if you need to activate more than 12 FirePro generators. The cascading does not
influence the monitoring and fault indicating capability of the extinguishing system. If there is a fault on the wiring
(anywhere) or if any FirePro generator fails (its filament is open-circuited), the release panel receives the fault state from the
first FPVA2.
You can use the cascading outputs of the FPVA2 board (on the bottom of the board) to expand the system. The cascading
outputs of the #1 FPVA2 board (closest to the release panel) should be connected to the release inputs of the next FPVA2.
The 2,2 kOhm EOL resistor of the cascading output of the previous board should be inserted into the connector which is on
the backside of the board (see Figure 3).
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If there are 2 or more FPVA2-s in the system, then their BAT+ and BAT- cables should be connected to the batteries of an
external power supply (min. 7 Ah) with correct “mains fault signalling” capability. The BAT- cables of the different FPVA2
should be joined together. (According to the power requirement, you can use more than 1 power supply. In this case you do
not need to connect together the BAT+, only the BAT- wires.)
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Figure 3: Cascading the FPVA2 boards
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Picture 2: AM200+SP200 internal structure with 2 pcs. of FPVA2 boards
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Picture 1: UDS3 internal structure with 2 pcs. of FPVA2 boards
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SAMPLE WIRING

Figure 4: FPMA mounted on the bracket of an FP-3000 generator
(“test circuit” plugged, screen's drain wires connected)
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Picture 3: FPMA mounted on the bracket of an FP-3000 generator
(generator connected, screens' drain wire are not connected)

Picture 5: Alpha 4/8/12 internal structure with 2 pcs. of FPVA2
boards

Picture 6: Alpha 4/8/12 panel with 2 pcs. of FPVA2 boards
mounted behind the left Zone card

Picture 7: Connecting the FPVA2 boards to
the batteries in the Alpha 4/8/12 panel
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CONNECTION DETAILS IN CASE OF THE AM200+SP200 RELEASE PANEL
➢

The SP200 (N2BAS) release panel can control two independent release zones; detection zone #1 and #2 can be
assigned to release zone #1, while detection zone #3 and #4 can be assigned to release zone #2;

➢

The release outputs: monitored (EOL=560 Ohm, <6 mA); protected (27 V/650 mA self-restorable PTC);

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

The activation time of the release outputs should be set to 150 seconds (release valve)!
Sounder (evacuate) outputs: Form C relays 30 V/1 A; (JEV1-2 jumpers to select NO or NC);
Manual release inputs: monitored (EOL=2.7 kOhm; NO);
Manual release abort/suspension NC inputs;
Container pressure inputs: NC (open = empty, the last FirePro generator had been activated);
The supply cables of the FPVA2 board should be connected directly to the batteries! Use the enclosed
extending connectors!
0CN1 connector
10.1. zone: Evacuate relay NO/NC
11.1. zone: Evacuate relay C(ommon)
12.2. zone: Evacuate relay NO/NC
13.2. zone: Evacuate relay C(ommon)
14.1. zone: Release output (+)
15.1. zone: Release output (-)
16.2. zone: Release output (+)
17.2. zone: Release output (-)
18.Power supply (+): 24VDC / 0.8 A max.
19.Power supply (-): GND
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CN1 connector
Container pressure (Thermal fuse)
Container pressure (Thermal fuse)
Release abort/suspend input
Release abort/suspend input
Manual release input
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1.1. zone:
2.GND
3.2. zone:
4.1. zone:
5.GND
6.2. zone:
7.1. zone:
8.GND
9.1. zone:

Manual release input

SW1 DIP switch settings
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SW1 DIP switch settings
SW1/1-OFF & SW1/2-OFF Evacuation period: 20 sec

SW1/5-OFF

Manual release start delay: 5 s.

SW1/5-ON

Manual release start delay: 1 s.

SW1/6-OFF

Release activation time: 2 sec

SW1/6-ON

Release activation time: (valve or FIREPRO)

SW1/7-OFF

Release output short-c. monitoring: enabled

Evacuation period: 40 sec

SW1/1-OFF & SW1/2-ON

Evacuation period: 60 sec

SW1/1-ON & SW1/2-ON

Evacuation period: 90 sec

SW1/3-OFF

1-2. det. zones are independent

SW1/3-ON

1-2. det. zones assigned to #1 release zone SW1/7-ON

Release output short-c. monitoring: disabled

SW1/4-OFF

3-4. det. zones are independent

Release disabled (totally disabled)

SW1/4-ON

3-4. det. Zones assigned to #2 release zone SW1/8-ON

A

SW1/1-ON & SW1/2-OFF

Release suspended (can be manually activated)
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SW1/8-OFF

The polarity of the release outputs are similar in the quiescent (stand-by) and in the activated state.

CONNECTION DETAILS IN CASE OF THE SEFI ALPHA 4/8/12 PANEL
The DEAG board can control 1 release zones and contains the following inputs and outputs:
- Manual release input: monitored (3,9 kOhm); active, if 1 kOhm is connected to the line;
- Release inhibition input: monitored (3,9 kOhm), active, if 1 kOhm is connected to the line;
- Container pressure low: monitored (3,9 kOhm), active, if 1 kOhm is connected to the line;
- External power supply input:
- Sounder (evacuate) circuit: Supervised (3,9 kOhm) with polarity reversal; protected 0,5 / 1 A (int./ext.)
- Release output: Supervised (EOL=3,9 kOhm) with polarity reversal; pyroelectric or solenoid type activation
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➢

➢
➢

The release output's activation should be set to solenoid (electromagnetic) type (24 V /2 A for 30
seconds).
The supply cables of the FPVA2 board should be connected directly to the batteries! Use the enclosed
extending connectors!
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CONNECTION DETAILS IN CASE OF THE UDS3 RELEASE (SUB)PANEL
➢

The release panel can control 2 independent release zones and contains all the necessary inputs and outputs;

➢

The release cycle can be activated from the connected fire control panel (through its relay outputs or -in case of an
intelligent Notifier control panel- through the built in control modules;

➢

Release outputs: monitored (EOL=2,7 kOhm); protected by 0,65 A self-restorable fuses; polarity reversal;

➢

Manual release input: Monitored (2.7 kOhm);

➢

Sounder circuits: Supervised (2.7 kOhm);

➢

Relay outputs: Release done, Release aborted, Manual Mode (24 VDC/1 A);

➢
➢

The activation time of the release outputs should be set to 150 seconds or to 10 minutes (valve)!
The supply cables of the FPVA2 board should be connected directly to the batteries!

CN0

General outputs (relate to both release zones)
1. +24 V=

3. NO or NC

IO fault relay (max. 24 V= / 1 A; NO or NC: JRL11)

4. C(ommon)
5. NO or NC

7. NO or NC
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Release in progress relay (max. 24 V= / NO or NC: 1 A; JRL13)

6. C(ommon)

Release suspended (delayed) relay (max. 24 V= / 1 A; JRL15)

8. C(ommon)
9. NO or NC

11. NO or NC
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Manual mode relay (max. 24 V= / 1 A; JRL16)

10. C(ommon)

Release aborted relay (max. 24 V= / 1 A; JRL17)

12. C(ommon)

CNZ1
and
CNZ2

ft

User power supply output (1,25 A max.)

2. GND

Note

CNZ1
and
CNZ2

Description

A

Description

Note

Outputs *

Inputs

3. Alarm-2
4. Manual release input
5. GND

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)
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1. Alarm-1
2. GND

13. Pre-alarm -

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)

14. Pre-alarm +

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)

15. Sounder (evacuate) -

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)

16. Sounder (evacuate) +
17. Release prevented / disabled -

6. Release suspended/delayed (or door state)

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)

18. Release prevented / disabled +

7. Manual Mode

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)

19. Release end relay NO or NC

8. GND
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9. Release abort

10. Container pressure

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)

21. Direction valve / Pilot cylinder -

(EOL=2,7 kOhm,
thermal-fuse input!)

22. Direction valve / Pilot cylinder -

11. GND

12. Flow

20. Release end relay C(ommon)

23. Release output (EOL=2,7 kOhm)

24. Release output +

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)
(24 V= / 1 A;
NO or NC :JRL12)

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)

(EOL=2,7 kOhm)

* The polarities of the outputs are indicated in the quiescent (stand-by) state of the release zone.
CNA
(230 V~ mains) connector
1. Phase

Protective Ground

3. Neutral

CNS
(remote annunciators
RS485) connector

CNL1
Release zone #1:
SLC loop connector

1. LIN+

1. H1- (SLC loop - in)

1. H2- (SLC loop - in)

2. GND

2. H1- (SLC loop - out)

2. H2- (SLC loop - out)

3. LIN-

3. H1+ (SLC loop + in)

3. H2+ (SLC loop + in)

4. H1+ (SLC loop + out)

4. H2+ (SLC loop + out)

H-1116 BUDAPEST
Hauszmann Alajos u. 9-11.
HUNGARY
Web: www.promatt.hu
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CNL2
Release zone #2:
SLC loop connector
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